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Kroger Willing to Bare All For “Reedies for Reedies”

       When Chester Feldman (Class of  2015) heard that, due to a wacky set of  misunder-
standings and coincidences, his father Bert would be living with him at Reed for an entire 
week, he was less than thrilled.  

       “My dad seemed like the biggest loser in the world,” Chester said. “He’d turn off  my 
dubstep so he could listen to the Rocky II soundtrack, he always walked around in khakis, 
and whenever I wanted to bring a girl over he’d giggle and wink at us so much that she’d 
leave. I was sick of  it.”

       But Chester was in for a surprise at Fetish Ball, the event that Bert vowed to used to 
win back his son’s love and respect. “I overheard Chester on the phone the day before,” 
Bert said, “and he sounded so disappointed in me. He said I was lame.  ‘He thinks I’m 
lame?’ I thought.  ‘I’ll show him. I won’t be lame.’ And I wasn’t.”

       Lame was the last word anybody would have used to describe Bert this past Saturday, 
when he showed up at Fetish Ball wearing nothing but tube socks and crotchless tightie-
whities.  Already impressed with his red-hot, pasty physique, the assembled Reedies were 
awed at Bert’s amazing dance skills: he transitioned from the Twist to the Monkey to the 
Charleston as seamlessly as the gear-shift in his vintage Ford Pinto!

       But what really won over Chester was the deep-throating contest. “My phone blew 
up with messages about my dad at Fetish Ball,” Chester said, “so I sprinted over, fearing 
the worst.  But everyone was cheering for him as he sucked that dildo like a tootsie roll! 
And when he made eye contact with me as he finally repressed his gag reflex and took the 
entire thing in his mouth, that’s when I knew: my dad wasn’t just cool, but he loved me, 
too. And that’s what really matters.”

       Despite vomiting on the floor almost immediately after the deep-throating contest, 
Bert Feldman remained the life of  the party, the envy of  all Reedies at the dance. “It just 
goes to show, being a parent requires a wide skillset,” Bert said as he walked towards his 
wife Chelle’s minivan (Chelle, Chester’s mom, was wearing a “parents can deep-throat 
too!” t-shirt someone had made following Bert’s performance.) by SS
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“Sometimes you need to back off, and sometimes you need to strip down and just let the 
rubbery phallus plunge down your throat.”

       Anyway, once all the hoo-ha calmed down (is that colloquialism also a vagina euphe-
mism? Probably. Whatever.), the Reedies for Reedies interns looked once more at their empty 
cash register...then at each other…then at last week’s “Kroger of  the Week” in the crumpled 
up copy of  the Quest they’d used to line their gerbil cage…and it was decided.

       “Fine,” said Harold.

       “Okay, I guess,” said Hampstead.

       “Yippee!” said Marklinson, before covering her mouth with both hands and sitting 
down. “I mean…let’s at least ask him?”

       Shockingly, Kroger was receptive to The Idea. “I don’t see why not,” he said. “We’re all 
members of  this community, and I don’t see myself  as in any way ‘above’ any Reed traditions. 
Heck, the weather’s even been behaving lately--how bad could it be?”

       And so we, the students of  Reed College, have been issued what’s either a challenge or 
a warning, depending on your stance on naked college administrators. Do 350 of  us bite the 
bullet and contribute something? Or do we all hide our quarters safely in our pockets, where 
they cannot accidentally unleash any--

       I literally cannot take this any further. There was no nice way for that sentence to end, 
friends. And so, I bid you all good day. 

At Fetish Ball, “Dorky” Father Wins Son’s Love, Respect

        Since its inception...some years ago, Reedies for Reedies has been working tirelessly 
to get students excited about donating money to the school they’re already paying exor-
bitant fees to attend. In recent months, they have teamed up with president John Kroger 
to offer Reedies a special deal: if  350 students or more donate any amount to the annual 
fund, Kroger has agreed to either work a shift at the Paradox, participate in a field day 
with his staff  on the front lawn, broadcast his own KRRC radio show, or...I don’t know, I 
think there was a fourth thing, but I forgot, and it’s not on their website, god damnit…

        Anyway, up until last week, these bribes had little effect: sure, a few students 
donated, and a subset of  those students even expressed a mild preference for which mun-
dane student-y activity they’d like their esteemed leader to very briefly do, but there was 
no verve among our ranks; no one was worked up about the campaign, and the money 
certainly wasn’t flowing in.

        That was when Emily Marklinson ‘16, one of  the Reedies for Reedies interns, came 
up with The Idea. 

        “Eureka!” she almost certainly did not actually exclaim, “I’ve got it!”

        Marklinson proceeded to regale her fellow interns with an Idea so audacious that 
none among them dared, at first, to hope that it would actually work. “What if,” she asked, 
“we got him to do Naked Tree?”

        If  you’ve been at Reed for longer than two days (hi, prospies!), you’ve almost cer-
tainly seen at least one Naked Tree. (And hey, if  you’re a prospie and you were in the Quad 
around 4 PM yesterday, you totally saw one too! Yeah, yeah, I know you looked away. Still 
counts.) 

        In case you missed it, though, I’ll run over the basics: a Naked Tree is when a sub-
kollektiv of  Reedies gathers by that too-little-to-support-that-many-nude-bodies tree on 
the west end of  the Quad, strips off  all their flannel and denim, and...well, you get it. 
(Note: for once, my “you get it” is not implying sex. The Naked Tree is a chaste affair, to 
my understanding, at least as much as such a thing can be. If  it helps, I saw them do it in 
the snow one time, when I’m pretty sure any attempted intercourse would result in chemi-
cal reactions normally known only to fictional tongues and flagpoles.) 

       Anyway, as I said earlier, none of  Marklinson’s coworkers thought it would work, at 
first.     

       “He’ll never agree to it!” said Stuart Harold ‘15. “There’ve got to be rules against 
that!”

       “But I don’t want to see Kroger in the buff!” said Julie Hampstead ‘14. “I’ve made it 
four years without any permanent mental scarring--now’s no time to destroy that!”

       “THINK OF THE CHILDREN!”

      “Forget the children--think of  the prospie parents!”
“What will you *NOT* do for this school?”

“The limit does not exist.”

If  you weren’t at Fetish Ball, imagine this guy, but going nuts with a banana.


